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Discovering RMWEA



Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s get started with a glimpse of today. It’s not really that important what you probably aren’t able to see in this laptop – but what is important, or the message we’re trying to illustrate, is that today RMWEA has a brand. We have a  Vision a Mission and values. We also have a way to show you those. But we didn’t always, and it took some work to get here, and it going to take more work to keep meeting our vision and mission.



The Journey

1936 - Rocky Mountain Sewage Works Association
1951 - Rocky Mountain Sewage and Industrial Wastes 
Association
1962 – Rocky Mountain Water Pollution Control 
Association (RMWPCA)
Early 1990s – Rocky Mountain Water Environment 
Association

Early on In the 60s 2000 2008 2013 Late 2017

2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1937 – membership was $3/year and included subscription to magazine (valued at $4/year)!1951 – We followed WEF’s lead in changing it’s name "Federation of Sewage and Industrial Wastes Association“ and changed ours to:1961 – WEF changed their name to “Water Pollution Control Federation”, so what did we do? Changed our name.1995 – WEF changed their name to what it is today, and so of course, we changed our name.For those representing WEF at the meeting here today, please give us a heads up about the name changes so that we can get a head start on this branding effort!



Vision, Mission, Values

These 
statements are 
the words used 
to explain an 
organization’s 
purpose and 
direction.

VMV 
statements 
guide the 
brand strategy 
and serve as 
the basis for 
developing 
the brand’s 
identity. 

• Developed an ad hoc committee

• Identified desired RMWEA culture

• Determined the values

• Identified the Vision and then the 

Mission 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply put, vision, mission, and value statements are the foundations for any organization’s strategic plan. Establishing these are critical for ensuring volunteers are working towards common goals and objectives, and communicating them is essential to motivate and inspire people.Developed an ad hoc committee comprised of individuals across the organizationThe group identified what they wanted the RMWEA culture to bePulled together key themes to determine the valuesFrom there identified the Vision, then the mission 



Presenting RMWEA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is that view of where we are today.So late 2017 was when we unveiled our new branding. And then we realized we needed a way to communicate it. The only formal tools available to us at the time was through our Joint Publications Committee which was a shared committee with our partner organization, Rocky Mountain Section of AWWA (or RMSAWWA). The only problem was, we were going through a divorce. As some of us in this room may know, or have heard, divorces can take some time, even amicable ones. And all of our “joint” committees suddenly dissolved. So, by the time we figured out what was what in our part of the settlement we were well into 2018 with no way to communicate to our members about our newly discovered organization. 



Communicating our Message



Formation of Communications Committee

• Outcome from Winter Planning Meeting 

(January 2019)

• Ad-hoc Communications Committee

• Current needs: communicating 

TODAY with members

• Future needs: framework for 

establishing Communications 

Committee

• Smooth transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So late 2017 was when we unveiled our new branding. And then we realized we needed a way to communicate it. The only formal tools available to us at the time was our Joint Publications Committee which was a shared committee with our partner organization, Rocky Mountain Section of AWWA. The only problem was, we were going through a divorce. As some of us in this room may know, or have heard, divorces can take some time, even amicable ones. And all of our “joint” committees suddenly dissolved. So, by the time we figured out what was what in our part of the settlement we were well into 2018 with no way to communicate to our members about our newly discovered organization. So the development of an RMWEA Communications Committee was identified as a high priority in our strategic planning session of our Winter Planning Meeting in early 2019.Of the highest priority for the ad-hoc communications committee was getting word to our members that we still love RMSAWWA but things are going to look a little different. Second priority was focusing back on how to get our new branding out there – and we needed that RMWEA Communications Committee. Lastly, we needed to do this as seamlessly as possible.



Communications Committee 
(Comm Comm)

• Outreach to members

• Unify Colorado, New Mexico, 

Wyoming

• Support already stretched 

volunteers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ad-hoc committee set the framework for our Communications Committee. We developed a committee plan including an organization chart, initial budget, and purpose. Just like with our organization, we identified a vision and mission for the new committee to help them get started down the path the Executive Board envisioned. By July 2019, the new Comm Comm was approved by the Board and up and running.



Prioritizing Initiatives



Prioritizing Initiatives

• Low hanging fruit

• Near-term goals

• Executive Board consensus

• Comm Comm call for 

volunteers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We let the new Communications Committee Co-Chairs, of which Kacie fortunately filled a role, take the reins. But before that, we threw a long list of initiatives at them. We all recognized there was so much to do and limited resources. It was the job of our new Comm Comm co-chairs to prioritize these initiatives, focusing on near term and long term goals, and then getting Board consensus and approval for implementation. Armed with the identification of these initiatives and approval of funding the Comm Comm co-chairs were able to refine their strategic plan and go out and get volunteers.I will now turn it over to Kacie who will talk about some of their major accomplishments. 



Creating a Visual Brand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The visual identity is a combination of visual elements used to express the brand purpose, vision, and values to its consumers and its usually the first thing that people notice about a brand. It includes includes brand colors, a logo, fonts, visual language, and content display. Makes the brand easily recognizable and needs to be consistent across all products and channels



Why hire a consultant for your 

branding?

1.They are professionals 

2.High quality product

3.Best utilization of volunteer time

Hiring a consultant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hired a consultant to develop our visual brand for a few reasons;They are communications professionals that understand branding and can produce a high quality product. Additionally, its important to understand what is the best utilization of volunteer time. This takes a lot of work to develop a visual brand, so we decided its best to hire someone.



Logo

• Too complex (37 parts, 5 colors 

and color gradation)

• Tagline too small

• “RMWEA” looks fuzzy

• Simplified (2 colors)

• No tagline

• “RMWEA” is crisper

• Option to include full organization 

name and tagline to the right

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting consensus on the new logo was needed before any other branding tasks could progress. Logo is the most important part of a visual brand and As Hannah described, the logo on the left was the most recent logo developed in late 2017 but when we assessed it determined the logo was  Too complex (37 parts, 5 colors and color gradation) – with this many colors, it makes it hard to remain consistent on branded materialAdded in the vision and it’s too small“RMWEA” looks fuzzyModest changes were made to simplify the logo. Simplified (2 colors)Took away the vision“RMWEA” is crisperOption to include full organization name and vision to the right



Colors and Fonts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the brand guidelines, colors and fonts were established. RMWEA materials are typically produced by volunteers using their own computers and software. Keeping the font selection to a minimum and usingwhat is generally already installed on most computers will made the most sense and allows the RMWEA brand consistent.All template developed, have font styles and sizes already set in-place and only require adding or editing copy.



Investment:  $7,500

Deliverables:
• Logo refinement 

• Brand guidelines

• Branded templates

• Letterhead

• PowerPoint

• Flyer

• Trifold Brochure 

• E-Newsletter

Investment in Branded Material



Implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we developed our brand, both the content aspect and the visual brand, we could start communicating out consistently to our membership. And the first implementation of this was development of some organizational videos. Show of hands, how many Mas have professionally developed videos? 



Why Videos?

• Public demand for video 

content

• Bolster RMWEA’s online 

presence

• Fun and engaging project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of other communication initiatives that were high on the list, so what did we choose videos? The Demand for video content is increasing - 54% of consumers want to see more video content from a brand or business they support and videos are a consumers favorite type of content to see from a brand on social mediaSo to serve this demand and bolster our online presence, we decided to create videos.This was also strategically done because this is a fun and engaging project. We needed additional volunteers to help with other comms initiatives so getting them engaged with video creation, helps to draw them in so they are excited to support future initiatives, some that are not as exciting. 



Denver Film Company 
• Continuity with WEF 

• Passion and knowledge for the 

industry

• Lowest quote

Vendor Selection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to hire a production company to produce our videos and we selected Denver Film Company for a few reasons. They have worked with WEF for over 10 years so working with them provided some continuity on messaging. They also have passion and established knowledge of the industry. Which can save a lot of time and essentially money trying to get a company up to speed on what we do and why its important. They also had the lowest quote, which made it a no brainer. And they were fabulous to work with. I can see why WEF has worked with them for so long. If anyone is interested in their contact information, I do have that available. 



Overview
• 3-5 minute video about RMWEA 

• Audience: industry professionals 

• Images: Aerial footage and images of 

people working taken at various facilities 

• Featured on RMWEA’s website, on social 

media and at events/conferences 

• Voiceover and engaging music 

• Call to action: get involved with RMWEA

Vision Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two videos that we started with. The first is a vision video.3-5 minute video about who RMWEA is and what we doAudience is industry professionals and those interested in our industryAerial footage  and images of people working taken at various facilities across the region that demonstrates the scope of the wastewater industryThe videos will be shown on RMWEA’s website, at events and conferences, and on social media. Voiceover and engaging music to support the imageryCall to action – get involved with RMWEA



Execution

Vision Video
• DFC developed the script

• 2 rounds of edits

• Filming

• 2 days at 4 different facilities 

• RMWEA coordinated

• Editing

• 3 rounds of edits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the executionDenver Film company developed the script and we had a round of edits with the committee and one with the boardWe filmed 2 full days at 4 different facilities and RMWEA coordinated this processAnd the final video received 3 rounds of edits, one with the committee and 2 with the board.So we are going to show the video. 



Overview
• 5 minute video about wastewater careers

• Audience: students and individuals looking 

for a career change

• Featured on RMWEA’s website, on social 

media and at events/conferences 

• Mix of interviews, professionals working 

and voiceover 

• Call to action: choose a career in the 

wastewater industry

Careers in Water Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second video we completed was a careers in water video5 minute video about wastewater careersAudience is students and individuals looking for a career changeFeatured on RMWEA’s website, on social media and at events/conferences Mix of interviews, professionals working and voiceover (which we didn’t end up doing any voice over for this video)Call to action: choose a career in the wastewater industry



Execution

Careers Video
• Developed interview questions

• Filming 

• 2 days at 4 different facilities 

• Additional filming at board 

meeting

• Over 30 interviews

• Video Editing

• Many rounds of edits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the executionRMWEA developed interview questions with input from DFCFilming 2 days at 4 different facilities Additional filming of RMWEA board and committee chairs at a board meetingConducted Over 30 interviewsVideo EditingThere were a lot of edits on this one. I think in total there were 7 different versions. There were too many cooks in the kitchen and we really needed to tighten up our review and approval process. So lets take a look. 



Investment:  $10,800

Deliverables:
• 2 videos

• B-roll

Investment in Organizational Videos

Benefits:
• Visibility

• Volunteers

• Connectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We received 2 videos and lots of valuable b-roll from this project,The benefits we received from doing these included visibility on online platforms, we got several new volunteers from doing the project and created better connectivity to the organizations we visitedAnd the total investment was $10,800Any questions about our process with videos before we have an activity? 



Brainstorming Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now going to give you all an opportunity to brainstorm around video development. 



Break into groups of five and 

brainstorm a list of video 

topics related to our industry

Group Activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break into groups of five and brainstorm a list of video topics related to our industry we’ll give you about 5 minutes.We are going to create a master list so Shout out your ideas 



Select one video topic to expand upon and list the following:

1. Title

2. Length of video

3. Target audience

4. Main messages (list 3)

5. Where and how will video be 
shown

6. Types of images

7. Style to convey message 
• Voice over
• Interviews/people talking 

onscreen 
• Text

8. Music

9. Call to Action

Group Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select one video topic to expand upon and list the following:TitleLength of videoTarget audienceMain messages (list 3)Where and how will video be shownTypes of Images: (aerial, people working, kids playing in water, interviews, etc.)Style to convey message Voice over - male or female voice, What sort of vibe are you going for? Interviews/people talking onscreen: is it documentary style of camera interviews, where the interviewee is looking off camera? Or are they speaking directly to the camera? Are they reading a script from a Teleprompter? Text: For text, what sort of text is being used on screen? BIG AND BOLD? Motion graphics style text that flies in and out. Or is it a light thin font with natural colors? How can this reinforce messaging?OR you can do a combination of those   	8. Music - Do you want something that is inspirational and tugs at your heartstrings? Or do you want something with a beat, that is uplifting and motivating?	9. and finally, what is your call to action?Well give you about 10 minutes to work through this and then well regroup. What did you think about this process?This is the information that you will want to compile when your requesting a quote from production companies. 



• MA is the owner of all B-roll

• Establish a procedure for approval 

• Incorporate revisions into quote

• Contingency plan for filming

• Know your social media passwords

Other video considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MA is the owner of all B-roll and can use without limitationEstablish a procedure for approval – make sure its clear who your requesting feedback from on these and who is making the final decisions. if you have too many people providing input you will have a lot of revisions and that will lead to increased cost.Incorporate revisions into quote – I recommend 3 rounds. One for the committee and 2 for the board.Contingency plan for filming – we were trying to do this during covid and had to postpone filming with in that also have a back up if the facilities you’d like to film at decline. Know your social media passwords



Next Steps



Where to go from here

• Social media

• Organization Website

• Collaboration with 

RMSAWWA

• Brand usage policy 

beyond  traditional 

communication

• Start small

• Annual Conference

• Logo, Theme, Colors

• Call for Abstracts

• Signs

• Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ramp up social media presenceRevamp website for accessibility as well as enable and encourage committee chairs to use for file storage, event planning, etc.Identify opportunities for collaboration with RMSAWWADevelop policy/procedures/guidelines for logo usage – i.e. student chapter logo clothingWe’re all in the wastewater profession here and we understand the value of pilot studies. Try this out on a smaller scale, like your annual conference. 



Questions?



THANK YOU!
Hannah Fodor 
RMWEA Vice Pres ident
hfodor@caro l lo.com
720.922.2480 

Kac ie A l lard 
RMWEA Trustee
kal lard@englewoodco.gov
303.783.6821

mailto:kallard@englewoodco.gov
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